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The following page should replace the page ix found in the first printing of this informational report.
Parking Generation, 3rd Edition was originally drafted by Ransford S. McCourt, P.E., PTOE as the chair of ITE Transportation Planning Council Project 96-12. This report was reviewed by several review groups including: the Parking Generation Committee, Additional Review Group, ITE Council Review Panel, Academic Reviewer Team and the Parking Generation Advisory Panel. Kevin G. Hooper, P.E. was responsible for the technical edit of the report and prepared the final draft.
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The committee recognizes the extensive contribution of data by Willard A. Alroth (F) and Paul C. Box (F) and their generous support to the profession in better understanding parking demand. Bill served on the Parking Generation Committee and authored Chapter 14—Parking of the ITE Traffic Engineering Handbook. He passed away in April 2002 and his contributions, energy and friendship will be missed.
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